Automated End-to-End Testing:
Empowering the Trade
Enable automated testing to tackle today’s complex Trading
infrastructure and reduce dependencies & the cost associated
with the development and complex deployments of FIX-based
trading platforms with PhiFIX Test Suite

PhiFIX Test Suite: A Trader’s Advantage
PhiFIX Test Suite (PTS) is a multi-protocol testing suite, to perform connectivity behavioral testing,
various FIX scenarios testing, performance testing including load, stress and endurance testing for
various systems.
PTS is a comprehensive testing system that reduces costs associated with the development and
deployment of electronic trading systems and gateways and is a “Must Have Tool” for all capital market
ﬁrms (Buy-side, Sell-side, Venues and Intermediaries) to perform multi scenario testing, monitoring and
analysis covering all major ﬁnancial centers including trading ﬁrms, banks, brokers and institutional
clients.

Key Highlights:
Below are some of the key highlights of PhiFIX Test Suite

End – End Trading Workﬂow Supportive
It supports testing of various business
scenarios from Pre-Trade, Trade and
Post-Trade

Regression/Performance Module
It enables clients to do performance
testing, functional testing,
connectivity testing, etc.,

Single Click Test Case Migration
Test scenarios from multiple APIs can be
imported in a single click, conﬁgured
and can be tested

Multi-Protocol Support
It supports multiple communication
protocols such as FIX, FAST, ITCH,
OUCH and EMAPI

Multi-Platform Supportive
It supports multiple platforms such as
Windows, Linux, etc.,

Session and System Variables
Default variables can be created at
user level and connection level

Export Files
Any transactions from applications can be
exported to any ﬁle formats such as PDF,
EXCEL, HTML, etc.,

Custom Validation
Users can able to create validations
at any level of customization based
on the API requirement
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